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Among the interesting projeots under researoh and de-
velopment at the Sylvania Eleotric Researc~ Laboratories is
that of the traveling wave tube amplifier. This work is be-
ing undertaken at the Flushing Laboratories in New York in
acoordanoe with Navy Oontract No. NObsr39l60 dated, 20 June
1947.
The work described in this paper was acoomplished at the
above looation during the months ot January, February and Maroh
of this year, 1948.
The basic reasons tor my entry into the struggle against
one of the many problems associated with the traveling wave
tube is oontained in the introduction to follow. The specifio
reason tor this work is the need tor a transducer that will
ettio!ently oouple a transmission system to the traveling
wave tube amplifier throughout a bandwidth of a thousand mega-
oyoles at the mean frequenoy ot three thousand megaoyoles.
In conneotion with this work, I am grateful to the
Sylvania Eleotric Produots Ino. for the opportunity to be
associated with their fine organization and tor the privilege
ot using their laboratories. Personally I owe my deepest
thanks to Dr. R. Hutter tor his valuable time used in dis-
oussing this problem. Likewise I wish to especially thank
Mr. E. W. Burke and Mr. L. O. Eisaman tor their generous.
assistanoe in the laboratory. There are others employed by
Sylvania, tor example Mr. P. F. Riggio, to whom I am indebted
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tor valuable advice in regard to maohine work; while others
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INTRODUCTION
Electronic engineers have long been. working toward broad
band amplifiers. The last war with the advent of Radar and
new types of spectrum analysers and many other types of new
electronic equipment have pushed the demands for broad band
amplifiers'to the limit. Television, the new radio links,
and any other types of systems that require the amplification
of' a great amount of information has made the commercial de-
mand for broad band amplification aouteo But of particular
interest to me is the 'problem of perusal of the expanding
speotrum for the purposes of countermeasures; here broad
band amplification is essential. With the prospect of being
on the receiving end of guided missiles and a frequency range
of thousands of megacycles available to the enemy to guide
them, the need for search of the spectrum in as large a band
of frequencies as is possible is evident.
Thus when Rudolph Kompfner proposed the development ot a
new type amplifier that did not depend upon resonant "systems
to obtain amplification, a world wide interest was immediately
shown. This amplifier obtains its advantage over the oon-
ventional amplifier or the Klystron type in that the eleotrons
are subject to interaction with the fields over a much longer
period of time. That is, in the conventional tube the fields
of the grid modulate the electrons in a single passage. In
a Klystron a similar action occurs but after the electrons
have obtained their energy. Now in" this amplifier the electron
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beam and a traveling field progress together at about the same
velooity interaoting with one another tor a number ot wave-
lengths. The conventional broad band amplitier oonsists ot
a number of stages eaoh with a re.sonant system tuned to a
different frequency. In the traveling wave tube the whole
band is amplitied in a single envelope, and in the miorowave
region as much as thirty percent ot the oenter frequenoy has
been amplified with a gain of ten d.b.
Such a tremendous bandwidth introduoes many problems, not
least among which is that of transmissions ot the energy with-
out reflections at the input and output terminals ot the ampli-
tier. In this paper we will first consider what the best
approach :1s-to-thisproblem; then having arrived at an answer,
we will develop a teohnique for solution. Finally demonstrat-
ing this teohnique with actual examples, we will indicate im-
provements ~hat may Ultimately lead to a best solution•
.2
CHAPTER I
THE HELIX-WAVE GUIDE MATCHING PROBLEM
Now that the reasons for my enthusiasm over the general
development ot a traveling wave tUbe have been expressed, it
may be well to restate the scope or my speoifio problem. The
problem is to design a transducer that will permit-the trans-
mission or microwave energy, with a minimum of reflection
throughout a bandwidth of 1,000 Mos., to a wire helix of
about 3/8" diameter wound trom No. 30 oopper wire with twenty
turns per inoh. The frequency limits within which the trans-
ducer must operate are from 2,000 to 4,000 Mos.
1. Additional Limiting Considerations.
Though nothing has been said as yet in the specifications
as to the nature ot the transmission system to whioh the helix
will be matohed, the following oonsideration will require it
to be a rectangular wave guide.
The physioal oonstruotion of the traveling wave tube
-requires that the electron beam travel along the axis -ot --the
helix; thus the eleotron gun must lie along that axis. In
order to oouple to the helix at its termination, the trans-
duoer must be between the helix and the eleotron gun. For
effective coupling, another requirement is that the trans-
duoer must lie within the maximum field to Which it is
coupled. Hence ciroular wave guide or ooasial oonductors are
unsuitable, for when one visualizes placing the electron gun
inside the guide or expan~ing the coaxial line to inclUde it
in its center conductor, it is obvious that a s~pler arrange-
ment is desired. This arrangement is obtained by placing the
tube through a rectangular guide so that the gun is below the
bottom face and the transducer extends through the top face.
Then too, if there are any advantages oonnected with the
cylindrical fields, they may be ·utilized by existing coaxial-
reotangular wave guide transducers with the tube arrangement
as above.
Unless it beoomes apparent in our stUdy of the problem
that there is some advantage in using some mode other than
the TEl0 , this mode will be specified.
2. The Basic Fields To Be Matohed
With these minimum limitations on the soope of the prob-
lem, let us examine the nature of the fields that we wish to
oouple together. Unfortunately the exact solution to the prob-
lem of fields in a helix is not yet solved, however an approx-
imation, based on a helical oonduoting sheath of infinitesimal
thickness on which the' ourrent is restr~cted to flow in the
helioal direotion only, is solved#. Furthermore, an experi-
mental determination of the fields was made by c. c. Cutler*.
A diagram of these fields is given in Fig. 2, While in Fig. 1
the fields of the rectangular wave guide TElO is given.
3. Appraisal Of Solution In Electromagnetic Wave Theory
To a more experienced engineer in electromagnetic wave
#J.R.Pieroe, "Theory of the beam-type traveling-wave tUbes,"
Proc.I.R.E.,vol.35,pp.lll-12)j February 1947.




theory, the question otapproaching this transducer problem
on the basis ot a rigorous solution ot Maxwell's equations
and the assignment ot the required boun4ar,yconditions to
bring about the required match may be evident; but to the
author, considerable study ot the literature and an ample
amount ot thought was required to arrive at a negative
answer. The most simple sort ot discontinuities in wave
guides results in extreme complexity when SUbjected to a
tield analysis. This problem would tirst require an exact
solution of the fields of the real helix, tor the end
ettects are dependent upon a tinite thickness ot the con-
ductor. Then there would be an inti~te number ot solu-
tions in order to synthesize a transducer that would match
these fields over a contour. Now tinally, add to this the
problem of broad banding and it is apparent that this approach
is not reasonable.
4. Solution By Qualitative Reasoning And Experiment
It synthesis ot a transducer whose boundary conditions
are suoh as to bring about a match between the fields ot the
helix and wave guide is too oomplex, the next best procedure
is to make a qualitative analysis ot the tields and ourrents
assooiated with the two wave guides and design experimental
transduoers tor testing. At worst, this method, it pursued
long enough, should reveal an empirical design that closely
approximates the correot answer.
Theretore, returning to the, results ot Cutler's experiment,
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the following faots he obtained may be of'use:
1. It was found that the eleotromagnetio field olings
very olosely to the helix. The energy is effeotively
trapped, or guided. by the cirouit and there is no
tendenoy of the helix to radiate.
2. Within the helix, the fields are predominantly
longitUdinal.
3. The 'radial and longitUdinal fields tend toward .
equality at points distant from the helix. In faot,
for waves propagating muoh slower than the velocity
of light. the field at a distanoe outside the helix
may be represented approximately by a ciroularly
polarized wave traveling with the velocity of light
in a helical path with the same pitoh angle as the
helix.
4. At high frequenoies the wave progresses with a
velocity such as might be explained approximately as
that of a wave following the helix at the speed at
light.
Fig. 3, also from the same report, is the plot of the electrio
field strength and serves as an exoellent illustration of the
first three facts.
Though the first three faots may be of value in oonsider-
ing the interaction of the fields of the helix and the trans-
duoer, his finding numbered 4 is of paramount importanoe in
the transduoer basic design. That is, in knowing that the
basic field is that of a traveling wave with the velocity of
light, and that it adheres to the helioal oonductor, our
problem is resolved into exoiting the end of the helix rather
than attempting to matoh the fields in the dielectric by pre-
soribing all the boundary oonditions. In a certain sense,
one might argue that excitation of the end of the helix and
selection of boundary conditions to being about this result
are one and the same. however the former thought limits our
concern to the helioal oonduotor alone, while the latter in-
cludes the surrounding boundary oonduotors. This may seem
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like a dangerous limitation; for obviously, whatever the
nature of the transducer it must oome into a close union with
the wave guide and the boundary conditions will alter the
fields.
However as pointed out in Cutler's finding numbered 1
and 3. and illustrated in Fig. 3, the effects of the boundary
conductors on the fields of the helix are negligible down to
a very olose approach to it; so in our thinking, the trans-
ducer will include these boundar~es and the foremost con-
~
sideration will be to obtain a transduoer whose output is a
wave traveling at the speed ot light and guided by a single
conductor.
Two cases suggest themselves: 1. The attachment ot the
helix directly to a transducer that is integral with the sur-
taoe of the wave guide. 2. The attachment ot the helix to
a conductor t~at later torms the transducer; or what is the
same thing, extension ot the helix in a taper until it
attaohes to the transduoer. In the tormer oase we may think
of the transducer as a ourrent generator directly attached
to the helix; while in the latter case a transmission line
is inserted between the two.
It can be shownH that for a perfect cylindrical con-
ductor embedded in an infinite homogeneous dielectric, prop-
agation of an external transverse magnetic wave traveling




with the velooity of light may occur. This wave, whioh in
itself is unique for a single oylindrioal oonduotor. is the
guided wave we wish to oonneot to the end of the helix. How-
ever, it is equally olear that a pure wave of this desoription
oannot be obtained in the proximity of the flat surface of
the wave guide, the conditions ot an intinite dielectrio
are violated. Also to this effeot we must add a radiation
faotor, for until the conduotor beoomes a helix of suffioient
length to produoe oanoellation of the radiation fields, the
single conduotor will radiateo
Such may be shown by drawing a helix above a oonducting
plane as illustrated in Fig. 4, and then oonsidering the
effects as is done in image antenna problems. The metal
boundazyplane will require that opposite oharges are placed
l
an equal distanoe below the plane while the vertical component
of current is of the same sign and the horizontal component
is of opposite sign. As is shown in this figure, the result-
ant image helix has the opposite pitoh to that of the real
helix. Thus the oondition for no radiation, a continuous
helix without end eftects, is impossible to obtain. The radi-
ation that will result may be described approximately as that
of an elementary ourrent loop with its axis tilted to the
oonduoting plane, plus the radiation from the tapered section
if it 1s included. Slater' gives tor the input impedance to
/I J.C.Slater, "Microwave Transmission," McGraw-Hill, pp.
232-234; 1942.
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a loop the approximate value:
which for the given values of radius and frequency
are: -F At. If
-f'tJOO /o/-A- 5"-L
ZOOo 16-L .3-1L
The second term represents the radiation resistance, and
though it increases at the rate of the fourth power of the
frequency; for the conditions we have specified, it is small
compared with the inductive reactance given by the first ter.m.
Of course we must recognize that the loop assumption is
quite a departure from a helix with a long taper, but as a
matter of qualitative interest, for matching purposes this
value should be indicative of the sort of impedance with
which we are working. Along this line of thought, it may be
worth mentioning that the impedance of a single wire con-
ductor at this frequency is very nearly that of the intrinsic
impedance of the dielectric. However before the single wire
becomes a conductor, its proximity to the wave guide will
introduce some capacitive reactance.
S. The Transducer Types Considered.
The above considerations, though not productive of any
concrete answers to the problem. do qualify it somewhat and
will assist in the experimental design of the transducers.
11

But before considering any specific designs, an examination
of the principles upon which the coupling of energy to or from
a wave guide is based will be helpful. They are:
1. Introduce the excitation in a probe or antenna which
is placed at the point of maximum electric field, or oriented
in the direction of the electric field.
2. Introduce the excitation through a loop which is
placed at the point of maximum magnetic field, the plane of
the loop being normal to the magnetic field.
3. Introduce currents from transmission lines or other
sources in such a manner that the desired current directions
in the guide walls are forcibly excited.
4. For higher order waves combine as many of the excit-
ing sources as are required with proper phasing.
Same of the common types of rectangular wave guide
transducers that evolve from the above principles are described
and illustrated in the following few paragraphs. Only the
types that are directly applicable to our problem are given,
and a qualitative discussion as to their relative worth is
included.
The Window Type as illustrated in Fig. 5 couples the TElO
of the rectangular guide to a ~IOl of the circular guide. If
this type is used with the helix, it would be necessary to
give the helix a radial taper to bring it down to the dimen-
sions specified. If the diameter of the circular guide is
less than that required to support the TMOl mode, it would
•

aot more like a leak in the guide and the higher order waves
set up would suffer rapid attenuation. However if the field
is intensified at this window and the helix is direotly
coupled to its periphery, excitation of the helix should be
obtained.
The Loop Type, as illustrated in Fig. 6, to effectively
couple to the guide, must couple to a maximum magnetio field,
and this is most effeotively aocomplished by installing it
in the shorted end ot the guide. A fair bandwidth was ob-
tained by using a heavy conductor and the above mentioned
looation$, however this end-on arrangement oannot be used
with the traveling wave tUbe, and the requirement that the
loop must be short compared with a quarter wave at the short-
est wave length to be matched, would indicate that it may be
difficult to get an efficient match.
The Probe or Antenna Type, illustrated in Fig. 7,
couples to the electric field and is one ot the most common
types. Investigation of its impedance charaoteristics has
been made by the Sperry Gyroscope engineers', and their re-
sults are shown in Fig. 8. The Radiation Laboratory at the
Massaohusetts Institute of Teohnology made an investigation
of the broad band oharacteristios of this type of transduoer
when ooupled to coaxial lines of various diameters, and found
that it had greater bandwidth oapabilities than any of the
other types they investig~ted$. However they restricted its
$"S-Band 00axia1 Line to Reo..tangu1ar Wave Guide Transitions,"
Report 802. Radiation Laboratory, MIT, Dec.7,1945.
#"Microwave T~ansmission Design Data," Sperry Gyroscope Oompany,
Inc., Publication No o 23-80. 1944.
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use because of its mechanioal oonstruotion and the diffioulty
in maintaining its position aoourately enough to take advant-
age of the bandwidths possible. They were able to obtain a
40% bandwidth with a VSWR of less than 1.4. As the probe
type of ooupling is now being used in the traveling wave
tube narrow band operational tests, it would seem that broad-
banding of this type should definitely be investigated.
The Post type. illustrated in Fig. 9a, is also of the
electric field couplihg olass. With nothing conneoted to it.
;.
it has a susceptanoe plot as shown in Fig. 9b. Now if we
are to oonnect a conduotor from-the post to the helix, our
operation will be limited to the induotive region. In the
Radiation Laboratory experiments a door-knob type post gave
the best reSUlts; however it was tound that olose adherenoe
to dimensions in manufaoture was neoessary; this finding
may be varitied by examination of the susceptance plot. tor
the rate of ohange of susceptanoe with a small change of
post height is large. More recently S.B. COhn' has develop-
ed a transducer ot the post type that willmatob a ooaxial
line to a wave guide with a VSWR ot less than 1.5 over a
bandwidth greater than 30%. This type ot transduoer would
lend itselt to relatively simple tube construction, for the
post could be formed as the staok of the electron gun. and
by making a disc seal at its base, it oould be acourately
seated in the faoe of the wave guide so that the critioal
# S.B. Cohn. ffWave-Guide-to-Coaxia1-Line Junctions," Proc.
I.R.E •• vol. 35. pp. 920-926; September, 1947.
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dimensions were assured. The post type should be investigated.
Finally the Cross Bar type, illustrated in Fig. 10, may
have some possibilities; ~or the Radiation Laboratory ~ound
that its bandwidth coupling was slightly better than the
post type. Since Cohn has improved on the post type by the
addition o~ a trans~ormer, it is doubted that the cross bar
type is still the better. The Radiation Laboratory got
slightly better than-·a·-?O%bandwidth ~or a VSWR or 1.4-
using the cross bar. No characteristio susceptance plots
of it was found, but the horizontal bar will cause a capac-
itive susoeptance given by the ~ollowing ~ormulae:
_ ~~.tJs 0I:L.73- .c ~> tr and the vertical connecting post is
also capacitive.
A review-· of the above paragraphs will launch us into
the next chapter with the following thoughts in mind: An
experimental method of testing the probe, post, and cross-
bar type of transducer must be devised. The loop and window
type transducers are probably not worth the investment o~
time for experimentation. We should expeot the external
part o~ the transducer to be inductive and have a small
amount of radiation. The internal impedanoe of the trans-
ducer types exolusive of the wave guide shorting plunger




THE EXPERIMENTAL SOLUTION TO THE MATCHING PROBLEM
In the last chapter we considered some of the faotors that
should influence the design of a transducer for matching the
helix to the rectangular wave guide; it now remains to design
a test equipment suitable for experimental determination of
the best transducer.
1. Test Equipment Requirements
Before becoming specific, there are two general con-
siderations that should be listed as they must influence all
other requirements o
10 Flexibility is the basic principle in the design of
a piece of test equipment for a problem such as this, wherein
so little is known of the ultimate result. With at least
three difterent types of transduoers to be tested, and with
each of these transducers many parameters that may be varied,
it becomes obvious that ease ot variation in the equipment
must be a first canon.
2. Not "exactly subordinate to this first requirement
is t~t of ease of operation; for in a 'long-haul' series
of tests under the pressure of limited time, one can become
rather loath at some very minor operation he has to perform
clumsily. The added investment ot a direct reading index
opposite a soale in lieu ot a thousand measurements by hand
may pay heavy dividends in overall time.
,.""
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In a degree. the mention of these two principles fir~t
represents some hind-sight; for as will be seen in the equip-
ment I designed, they took second place to other considera-
tions in some instances. But to continue with the specific
requirement of the equipment. they are:
1. A stable frequency source that is continuously
variable between the frequency limits of 1.5 KMe. to 4.5 !{MC.
, and that may be modulated with an audio signal.
2. A frequency meter to cover the above range.
3. A w~veguide that will support transmission over this
broad frequency range.
4. A directional coupler conneoted to an indicator to
give a qUick indication of reflected energy.
50 A broad band type sliding probe and a slotted wave
guide for fairly accurate SWR indication.
6. A transducer section of waveguide with the following
variables. a. Sliding short circuit termination with index
to indicate distance of short from axis of transducer.
b. Removable upper face of waveguide to permit
easy installation of the various transduce~ types.
c. Ridges of various heights to permit variation
of wave guide impedance.
d. Samples of each of the types of transducers
to be tested.
•
70 A helix terminated in a lossy end to eliminate re-
flections.
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2. Test Equipment Design
Perhaps this section s~ould be introduced with the state-
ment that the shortage ot ttme and Sylvania's crowded shop
schedule coupled with the author's inexperienoe in the mechan-
ical design ot such equipment resulted in a production that
had some short-comings. At any rate, fortunate tor the time
element, only the waveguide section had to be designed, and
at that, part ot the- probe, though it was ot the tunable
variety, was also available. See illustration I in envelope~
Thus we oome to requirement number three, a wave guide
that will support the TElO mode over a frequency range ot
2,000 KMC. to 4,000 KMC. As the standard liX3" waveguide
suffers cutoff above the lower value and interference by
higher moding below the upper value, a loaded type wave
guide must be resorted to. S.B. Cohn recently published
design curves for ridge waveguides*. It was shown that this
frequency range oan be ~asily obtained without interferenoe
trom higher modingj so t~is part of my problem was fairly
simple, and his work on junotions previously mentioned
solved the problem of feeding the guide over this broad
band.
The adaptation of the probe to my needs consisted only
in the mechanical problem of mounting it in guides with
spring tension so that it would travel freely with a constant
*S.B. Cohn, "Properties of Ridge Wave Guide," Froc. IRE,vol
35, pp. 783-786. August 1947.
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clearance to the milled surface of the slotted section.
Racks and pinions were added to provide positive controlled
drive, and the spring action forcing the pinions into the
rack eliminated back-lash. It was quite satisfaotoryt
The design of a directional coupler in aooordanoe with
the principles laid down in "Very High Frequency Techniques"*
likewise resolved itself into machine-shop work and some bench
adjustments. As pointed out in the subject referenoe, the
problem of bringing in ooaxial cables to form the loop with-
out the usual refleotions assooiated with most oonneotors was
of first importanoe. We solved it by drilling a 2" pieoe of
l!tt brass stook with two holes of the same diameter as that
of the dielectric in the ooaxial cable and set at a five de-
gree angle with the axis of the stock. This permitted the
holes to be sUffioiently close together at one end of the
stock to provide a small loop when the oenter conduotors were
soldered together; while at the other end, the holes were
sUffioiently separated to permit the use of part of a stand-
ard N type oonnector to bring the outside conductor of the
coaxial cable flush with a recess in the stock. The stock,
of course, had a press fit into the top face of the wave guide,
and it was located close enough to a flange to permit solder-
ing and adjustment of the loop. A few adjustments of the loop
with a Zo termination in the guide afforded zero indication in
*H.J. Reich, Editor, "Very High-Frequency Teohniques," Vol. II,
pp 595-599. McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1947.
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the arm toward that termination, while a slight mismatch caused
indication; hence the directional coupler operated properly.
To provide for ease of access to the interior of the
transducer test section and to permit a maximum of flexibility
in the type of transducer that could be tested, it was decided
to cut a large circular opening in the top of the wave guide
and to fit a flange over the hole thus provided, see Fig.ll(a).
This flange was to have a threaded cylinder onto which could
be screwed a union type nut and into which could be placed a
disk that came flush with the inside of the guide when secured
by the union nut and a ring. Thus by the removal of the nut,
the interior of the transucer section was available.
From the axis of the transducer to the end of the wave
guide there was provided over a half wavelength of space through
which the shorting plunger could be moved. Its position was
accurately controlled by a screw through the end plate of the
waveguide, see Fig. ll(b). Two shorting plates with wiping
finger contacts were made, one to fit the wave guide without
any ridge structure and one for a ridge of a fixed height.
The ridges used in the transducer section are illustrated
in Fig. 12(a). The one in the upper left corner was used only
for testing the directional coupler, while the other three
were designed to provide variable impedances before and after
the transducer axis. The curved portion of the ridges Is
made to match to the ridge in the slotted section. The holes
22
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(e)( )(a)
Fig. 11 (a) Unio . type wave guide fitting, (b) Short




Fig~ 12 (a) Test Transducer ridges. (b) Plug. (c) Zo Term-
ination for the wave guide. (d) Post height index.
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through the ridges are to provide for the post.
Also in this illustration are shown the plug (b) for
filling the hole when the short minimum referenoe is being
obtained and the post height index (d) for setting the post
height. The Zo termination for the wave guide is shown in
(0).
In Fig. 13 are illustrated only two of the different
types of transduoers heretofore mentioned, and only one of
these is of the type our analysis revealed to be more likely
of suocess. Therefore to digress for a line or two, an ex-
planation will be offered. It was originally intended to test
all of the likely transduoer types, but estimations as to time
required to build and test this equipment were slightly on the
optimistic side. As a oonsequenoe, when a sufficient amount
of material was available to oommence the tests, they were
begun and before the need for the additional. types arose my
time was up. But back to Fig. 13, the upper part of the page
'displays the post type transducers with the assooiated washers
and sleeves to permit variation of the post in height, diameter,
and shape. While at the bottom of the page are the window
types. The transparent material is polystyrene. The cylinders
were used as shields where the transducers left the guide.
Finally, the only items left in this design, are those
shown in Fig. 11, (d) and (c), the helix with post attaohed
and the aquadag attenuator respeotively. ThOUgh the picture
25
Fig. 13 Post & indow type transducer details.
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does not show it, the glass tube containing the helix has a
longitudinal slot cut in it to permit a relative measure of
the power traveling down the helix. The attenuator was
formed from a drawn piece of glass painted with a aquadag and
baked,
3. The Matching Technique
Up to this point we have considered the matching problem
and decided on an experimental solution. The various types of
transducers have been classified and evaluated, and an experi-
mental set-up has been designed with sufficient flexibility
to permit testing of the effeot of the various oomponents.
Now let us consider how we oan utilize this information and
material to the best result. I
The three basic facts we may obtain in the use of the
above equipment are:
1. The voltage standing wave ratio.
2. The wavelength in the wave guide.
3. The looation ot the minimum with reference to a
known distanoe from the disoontinuity.
As in all transmission line problems this information is
sufficient to permit the determination of the impedanoe of
the disoontinuity in terms of the characteristic impedanoe
of the line. Furthermore. through the use of impedance
oircle diagrams one may very easily find the phase of the
wave at any point toward the_gEineratoro For our purposes
the smith-Chart type of admittance diagram will be used •
..
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for it presents the data as values ot conductance and sus-
ceptance normalized. That ls, by normalizing the admittance,
one may more easily observe the variations in the magnitude
and phase at the standing waves associated with a changing
parameter. Fig. 14, which 1s a plot of the admittances
referred to the axis of the post of the transducer, illus-
trates this point rather well. The solid lines are lines
for constant post height while the dotted lines are for
constant short setting. In addition to information as to
the effect of variation of these two parameters on the
match, a relative idea of the amount of change is displayed.
Hence one-may be able to specify tolerances in the manu-
facture of the parts.
This, however, is a quality stUdy rather than a solution
. I
to the broad banding problem; so let us return to a stUdy
of how the display of the above information on the Smith-
Chart will give us a simple way to a solution. Perhaps,
thinking in terms of what must take place at the junction
to produce a matohed response to the inoident waves is a
more simple approaoh. That is, suppose we think ot a wave
of any frequency within this band being inoident upon the
transducer; a reflection will ocour (exoept at that single
frequency at perfeot matoh) which will be characterized by
a oertain standing wave ratio and a certain phase. Let
this admittanoe be referred to the axis of the transducer
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then using the guide wavelength tor this wave, let us reter
the admittanoe to a plane in the wave guide where it has the
same value ot oonduotanoe as that ot the wave guide. That
is, let it tall on the unity oonduotanoe oirole, point A'.
Now it is olear that by the introduotion of the proper val-
ue of susoeptanoe at this point in the wave gUide, a oan-
oellation of the susoeptive oomponent of the admittanoe will
be aooomplished and no refleotion will ooour toward the gen-
erator. For this oase it may be simply done by the intro-
duotion ot an induotive iris, and is shown aooomplished at
point An.
Then if the admittanoe funotion is arranged so that
the SWR inoreases slowly with wavelength and the phase
angle deoreases with wavelength (points B and e), then by
rotation of these points by an amount that is equal to the
distanoe in wavelengths that the iris was plaoed from the
transduoer axis, a broad-banded matoh is obtained. That is,
by taking advantage of the differenoe in guide wavelength
one may arrange the admittanoe funotion so that upon travel-
ing a oertain physioal distanoe down the wave guide, the
phase of the band of frequenoies will be the same at this
plane and will be wholly oonduotive. Then if the spread
in magnitUde of the VSWR varies direotly with guide wave-
length, the induotive iris susoeptanoe placed in this plane
will transform the funotion to a very small area oentered
at the unity standing wave ratio. This latter requirement,
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a spread in admittance is obvious when one examins the ex-
pression for the inductive iris, B::; ~ ~,;).'tJ.-d ; for the
susceptance it introduces varies directly with guide wave-
length.
Using the same reasoning as above J one may show that
the admittance function may also lie on the positive suscept-
ance side of the chart; but in this case, the/SWR of' the
longer wavelengths must be less, for the capacitive iris
varies inversely with guide wavelength. These are not only
two possibilities either, tor the distribution ot the ad-
.
mittance function may be such as to require a half wave-
length or more to bring the phase ot the admittance together
at a single plane. In tact, after one stUdies this method
a while, it becomes apparent that when the initial mismatch
1s large the rotation is small, and more ot the spread is
taken up by the iris; While if the initial mismatch is small,
the spread must be t~ken up by rotation.
4. The Solution To The Problem
Thus with the general method of admittance matching
described above, let us consider how we are to take, record
and analyze the data.· Upon completion ot the construction
of the test equipment there remained only about two weeks
to test the equipment and perform the experiments o Therefore,
only an attempt to obtain sufficient data tor future analysis
was made. With this in mind the data sheets and the method
of recording was arranged to permit the maximum facility
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in obtaining as much data as possible in the time available.
Thus the advantage of experimentation, analysis, revision of
tfie set-up and re-experimentation was lost. At any rate, a
maximum amount of data was taken in the time available by
using the following procedure:
(a) Set up the equipment with all tour parameters,
(short distance, ridge height, post height and post diameter)
tixed and take the standing wave ratio and the phase ot the
admittance.
(b) Hold the trequency constant and then in turn
vary each of the two parameters, short distance, and post
height individually recording in each case the above data.
(c) Shift trequency by 100 Mcs and repeat the above
two operations.
(d) Continue this process until the band trom 2400
Mcs to 3800Mos has been reoorded•
. (e) Change the ridge height and reperform steps (a)
through Cd) tor the new ridge height; then once again change
the ridge height repeating the same procedure tor the third
value of ridge height.
(f) Finally with a given set of conditions repertorm
one of the above runs with the post diameter changed, first
to a larger diameter and then to a smaller one.
As this data is rather voluminous and can be of value
only to the Sylvania E1eotric Co., it will not be repro-
duoed for this report; th~originalwill be returned to
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the Sylvania Eleotrio Co. The form in whioh the data will
be presented here is in admittanoe plots, Fig. 16 -- 31.
Fig. 16 through 20 illustrate the ohange of admittanoe
with variation of the post height. An examination of the var-
iation between ourves of the same frequenoy on any two of
these diagrams will reveal the variation of a seoond or
third parameter: short distanoe setting or ridge height setting.
For example take Fig. 16 and 18. For any given frequenoy
curve, all of the parameters are the same exoept shorting
plunger distanoe setting. It is apparent that for this ridge
height, the short distanoe is not very oritioal, for little
ohange ooours between the two sets of ourves. On the other
hand; if we take Fig. 16 and 19 and oompare them, we find
that a differenoe in ridge height has a oonsiderable effect
on the admittance funotion. In Fig. 19 the amount of stand-
ing wave ratio has deoreased for all values of post height,
and the phase has inoreased with frequenoy over the whole
band instead of increasing up to a oenter frequenoy and then
deoreasing again as it does in Fig. 16.
Thus the general trends in the variation of the admittanoe
funotions with ohanging parameters, are obtained from the fig-
ures 16 -- 20 inolusive. However to obtain a broad band matoh,
we must have a plot of the admittanoe funotion versus frequenoy
in whioh all parameters remain fixed for that partioular ourve.
Examples of suoh plots are g1~en in Figures 21 through 26.
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These admittance funotions are the ones we must operate upon
in accordance with the previous section in order to bring
about a broad band matoh. Figures 27 through 30 illustrate
the transformation of the admittanoe functions most suitable
for a broad-band match. It should be noticed that capacitive
or inductive iris matohes oan be aoo~mplished equally well.
Fig. 27 and 28 indioate that the dimensions of the iris must
be held to olose torerances, for a variation of 003 om will
ohange the matching circle size by 15 percent. The location
of the iris in the guide is not as oritioa1. For example a
variation of 018 cm made only a negligible change in the
matching cirole. Many of·the cases previously examined have
presented favorable admittance functions which permitted
matching. Fig. 31, a more typical case, 1s one that cannot
be matched. This is because the series of points determined
by the admittance function have a phase spacing which upon




The writer has shown in the preoeding pages a method by
whioh the problem of matohing a helix to a reotangular wave
guide may be aooomplished. It is believed that this work
oould be oompleted in a period of about two months by one
person. This is not to 1mp~y that the problem is possible
of solution; however, it is felt that if it is possible of
solution by this teohnique, it oould be aooomplished in this
time. If the problem is not solvable, this would be revealed.
Some of the diffioulties of this method are:
1. The relatively crude nature of the apparatus pre-
vented precise measurements.
2. An examination of- Fig. 23 will show that a small
peroentage change in frequency gave rise to abrupt jumps in
the value of the admittance function. This oasts some doubt
as to the value of the funotion between these jump points.
3. The great labor involved in obtaining a single set
of date. (It was not unusual to spend as muoh as eight hours
obtaining a set of points.)
Some of these diffioulties could largely be overcome.
For example the use of a miorometer arrangement of some sort
to measure post height direotly and a similar arrangement for
measurement of the shorting plunger are two of several re-
fined measuring techniques that will appeal to the reader 9
A swept frequenoy generator withoontinuous ooverage over
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the band desired should be designed to determine if there are
radical departures from measured values. This would entail
building an automatic recording device to ensure that accepta-
ble values were obtained at every frequency in the band. The
writer has in mind a device that uses a non-frequency sensitive
traveling probe attached to which are trough and peak read-
ing volt meters. A recording drum would be rotated in steps
synchronously with step changes in frequency. The steps would
be as small as found necessary or could be continuous provided
the probe sweep rate were relatively high. Thus for a small
increment in frequency the probe would travel the length of
,
its path and give a peak and trough reading. On this same
recorder would be indicated the location of the maximum and
minimum voltage positions in terms of probe positions.
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